J O B S I T E

B O X E S

Heavy-Duty Steel
The Bobcat jobsite tool boxes are rugged enough for any construction
site. The heavy-duty solid-steel construction offers added protection
for your valuable tools and the special locking lid support locks the
lid open for easy access. The special powder-coated finish offers
extreme durability in the harshest of environments.

Construction
- Reinforced support skids for increased protection and
easy transporting
- Special tamper-proof armored locking system for
protection against break-ins
- Convenient swing out handles for additional mobility
- Special locking lid support locks the lid open to
prevent accidental closings
- Heavy-duty solid steel construction with full arc
welded seams
- Full-length concealed hinges are riveted for additional
protection and strength
- Special powder coated finish for extreme durability
- Predrilled skids for easy caster installation
- Optional removable tool trays to assist in tool
management

Model Number
MMBX-3619
MMBX-4822
MMBX-4830
MMBX-6024

Cubic Feet
6.33
13.44
25.00
21.66

Dimensions (LxWxH)
36in.x19in.x16in.
48in.x22in.x22in.
48in.x30in.x30in.
60in.x24in.x26in.

Ship Wt.
83 lb.
128 lb.
174 lb.
177 lb.

Net Wt.
81 lb.
123 lb.
168 lb.
168 lb.

Padlocks not included.
No. 5 padlocks recommended.
Casters

Tool Trays

When mobility is a must, casters are the solution.
- Casters are industrial strength with ball bearing wheels that allow for
smooth rolling over rough surfaces
- Caster sets include two ridged and two swivels with locks
MX-4 (4-inch)
- Rated for 700 lb.
MX-5 (5-inch)
MX-6 (6-inch)
- Rated for 800 lb.

Help sort and organize your jobsite boxes with tool trays. Tool trays increase your
inside storage space. Offers a convenient transportable tray for jobs when you
need only select tools.
MMMX-19
- One tray fits MMBX-3619
- Dimensions: 16.5-in. L x 11-in. W x 3-in. H
- 7.0 lb.
MMMX-22
- Two trays fit MMBX-4822
- Dimensions: 19.45-in. L x 11-in. W x 3-in. H
- 9.0 lb.
MMMX-30
- Two trays fit MMBX-4830
- Dimensions: 27.5-in. L x 11-in. W x 3-in. H
- 12.0 lb.
MMMX-24
- Two trays fit MMBX-6024
- Dimensions: 21.5-in. L x 11-in. W x 3-in. H
OEM1003-092012
- 8.0 lb.
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